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Damping Matrix 

Donkey2Ft 

Damping in a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system is well studied. Whether the system is 

under-damped, over-damped, or critically damped is well known. For an under-damped system, 

damping can be determined from the log-decrement, the amplification factor under resonance, or 

the half-power bandwidth. If Rayleigh damping is assumed, damping is proportional to the mass 

or the stiffness. 

The time history method of dynamic analysis needs an explicit damping matrix. There are more 

questions about damping in a multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) system than in an SDOF system. 

Some of them are: 

• When is a system over-damped, critically damped, under-damped, or mixed-damped? 

• When does a damped system still possess the classical normal modes? 

• When can the mass matrix, the stiffness matrix, and the damping matrix be decoupled 

simultaneously by the normal modes? 

• How do we construct a damping matrix that can be decoupled by the normal modes and 

gives the modal damping after decoupling? 

We bring normal modes into the picture because of their importance in practice. 

 

1. Damping in an SDOF system 

The following material can be found in any book on structural dynamics. The SDOF system 
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is said to be: 

• Critically damped if: � = 2√�� or � = 1; 

• Over-damped if: � > 2√�� or � > 1; 

• Under-damped if: � < 2√�� or � < 1. 

 

For an under-damped system, damping can be determined from: 

a) Log-decrement 

� = �� �� ��2� + 1��2 + ��
� ��2� + 1��2 � � 

� = − �2� 

b) Amplification Factor 

� = 12 × "# 

c) Half-Power Band Width 

� = $� − $%$� + $% 

d) Rayleigh Damping 

� = &� + '� 

2� = &
 + '
 

�()* occurs when 
 = +,-. Therefore,  

�()* = 2.&' = /2&� ∝ �2'� ∝ �  
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2. Damping matrix in an MDOF system 

Here, we will examine when a system is under-damped, critically damped, over-damped, or 

mixed-damped. As modal superposition method is widely used in structural dynamics, we will 

examine the conditions under which the classical normal modes exist. In this connection, we will 

define the critical damping matrix, the damping factor, the sufficient conditions for the normal 

modes to diagonalize the damping matrix, and construction of a damping matrix which will 

reproduce modal damping after its diagonalization by the normal modes. 

(a) Dampedness 

We substitute � = 1234 into �� + 567895678�� + 5678:5678� = 0, where 5, 9, : are symmetric 

and positive definite and 5 is diagonal, to obtain the characteristic equation: 

det. ?@�A + @56%�956%� +56%�:56%�? = 0 

and the equation that yields the eigenvectors: 

B@*�A + @*56%�956%� +56%�:56%�C 4* = 0 

Let us choose normalized 4* so that 4*∗4* = 1, where 4*∗  is the adjoint of 4*. Then 

@* = −4*∗ 56%�956%�2 4* ±FG4*∗ 56%�956%�2 4*H� − 4*∗56%�956%�4* 

Let ∆= 567895678 − 2J5678:5678K78. Inman and Andry defined the dynamic system is: 

• Critically damped if ∆ is singular. 

• Over-damped if ∆ is positive definite. 

• Under-damped if −∆ is positive definite. 

• Mixed-damped if ∆ is indefinite. 
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(b) Existence of the classical normal modes 

• The sufficient condition of Caughey and O’Kelley for existence of the normal modes 

956%: = :56%9 

The expression can also be written in the form of 

B56%�956%�C B56%�:56%�C = B56%�:56%�C B56%�956%�C 
so that it can be used to obtain a more general sufficient condition: 

B56%�956%�CL B56%�:56%�CM = B56%�:56%�CM B56%�956%�CL  

(c) Critical damping matrix and damping factors 

Let Φ be the orthonormal modal matrix; i.e., ΦOΦ = A. The critical damping matrix is equal to 

9PQ = 25%�ΦΩΦO5%�	; Ω = diag. VΩ%, Ω�, ΩX, ⋯ Z 
Accordingly, the damping factor is given by 

�[ = \[O56%�956%�\[\[O56%�9PQ56%�\[ = \[
O56%�956%�\[2
[  

(d) Sufficient conditions for the damping matrix to be diagonalized by the normal modes 

• Rayleigh’s damping matrix 

9 = &5 + ': 

It is the earliest and best known sufficient condition. Because Φ diagonalizes 5 and :, it 

also diagonalizes 9. For a 2DOF system, & and ' are uniquely determined. They are not 

so for an MDOF system. 

• The damping matrix of Clough and Penzien 

9 =]^)5�:6%5�_`)  
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The expression is from orthogonality of 

\)O5�:6%5�_\a = 0	; b ≠ d 
Note, e) = 0 and e) = −1 yields the Rayleigh damping matrix. 

• The Caughey damping matrix 

9 =]e,5%� B56%�:56%�C,, 5%� 

Note, & = 0 and & = 1 also yields Rayleigh’s damping matrix. 

(e) Proposed damping matrix 

The terms on the RHS in Rayleigh’s damping matrix, Caughey’s damping matrix, and the 

damping matrix of Clough and Penzien do not form a complete set to serve as a basis for 

expansion. Also, the powers are arbitrary. Here, we propose an alternative. 

9 = 5%�Φ	diag. V2�%
%, 2��
�, 2�X
X, ⋯ ZΦO5%� 
The proposed damping matrix has the following advantages: 

• ΦO9Φ = diag. V2f%�%
%, 2f���
�, 2fX�X
X, ⋯ Z, f[  are the modal masses, reproduces 

the modal damping, as many modes as desired. 

• It satisfies the sufficient condition of Clough and Penzien: 

BΦO56%�956%�ΦCBΦO56%�:56%�ΦC = BΦO56%�:56%�ΦCBΦO56%�956%�ΦC 
Therefore the normal modes exist. Note the product of two diagonal matrices commute. 

• It avoids calculating powers of matrices, as in the damping matrix of Clough and Penzien 

and in Caughey’s damping matrix. 

To do a time history analysis, an explicit damping matrix is required. Most commercial structural 

codes assume Rayleigh damping. Unfortunately, Rayleigh damping can match only two modes. 

Our proposed damping matrix allows us to match as many modes as we want. 


